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Mumonkan Case 1: Joshu’s puppy

Joshu Osho. A monk asked Joshu. ‘Does even a dog have Buddha nature or not?’ 
Joshu said, ‘No’.

Starting today until the morning of December 8th we are doing this Rohatsu Dai-Sesshin together.
The significance of Rohatsu is that we are told that the founder of Buddhism Siddhartha felt 
deeply that it’s necessary to manifest the wisdom that knows the nature what it means to be a 
human being as well as the very nature of this world that we all live in together in order to find 
peace of mind. Therefore he made the resolve to practice until he had manifested that wisdom 
and it was on the morning of December 8th when he saw the morning star that he first thoroughly 
manifested that wisdom. 
From the old days practitioners of Tathagata-Zen have practiced this special Rohatsu Dai-Sesshin
in order not only to try to learn Buddhism but to actually do Buddhism in the same way 
Sakyamuni did. Looking up to Sakyamuni’s accomplishment we practice this Sesshin. 
The story goes as I’d just told you that it was when Sakyamuni Buddha saw the morning star on 
December 8th that he for the first time thoroughly and completely manifested the wisdom that 
knows the nature of the self and the nature of this world. But for you practitioners of Tathagata-
Zen the very first thing you need to contemplate is what that story is talking about . What does it 
mean to see the morning star? 
Not just Sakyamuni was seeing the morning star. We all are seeing the morning star in fact – 
even plants are seeing the morning star. What does it mean to see the morning star?
This man that was honoured by students and later called the saint Sakyamuni Buddha - what was 
he doing all up until the time - this special morning? Had he never seen the morning star before?
Not just Sakyamuni – everyone I expect has seen the morning star. 
When it comes to the relationship between the seer and the seen – the subject and the object – the
subjective and the objective – even before the birth of Buddhism people had already begun to 
think in these terms. 
In Tathagata-Zen we look carefully and critically at this story and say if before this morning of 
his 29th year when he saw the morning star it were the case that he had never manifested the 
wisdom that contemplated the relationship between subject and object before he was a great idiot 
or he had previously manifested the relationship between subject and object. One or the other of 
these must be true.
Tathagata-Zen very clearly answers that certainly he wasn’t such a great idiot as that he has never
before that special morning contemplated the relationship between subject and object.
You can never really understand what kind of a man Sakyamuni really was if you think that he 
became a wandering monk and then practiced for six years and then only then after all that time 
he did finally have an enlightenment when he saw the morning star. He wasn’t such great idiot as
that. Don’t insult him in that way. 
So, Sakyamuni wasn’t a big fool. He was actually someone who was already living manifesting 
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the wisdom that understood the principle of heaven and earth. 
However Tathagata-Zen further says, ‘Don’t insult Sakyamuni and think that he was a kind of 
person living in opposition to fools.’
Sakyamuni Buddha had already done the practice that led him to manifest the wisdom that knew 
that saints and sinners, fools and sages are all living together in one shared home - in one world.
That sages and fools are living right together in one shared house – in one home. This is the 
wisdom Sakyamuni manifested and he further manifested the wisdom that this way of wisdom 
was the only true light of wisdom – the only true activity of wisdom. The wisdom of existence is 
the wisdom in contrast to non-existence - similarly non-existence or not having appeared in 
contrast to having - or existence. Without the appearance of having, not-having will never appear.
Conversely with the manifestation of the condition of non-existence the condition of existence 
will not manifest. 
It was this principle of being a non-being, that natural law of U and MU that Sakyamuni was 
enlightened - who manifested the wisdom that knew when he saw the morning star. 
It is only when the subjective and objective meet each other that the morning star is seen. That is 
the teaching of Tathagata-Zen. The shining brightness of the morning star according to 
Tathagata-Zen is the state in which U and MU - being and non-being become one.
I’ve been using the terms tathagata and tatha-agatha – thus going and thus coming up until now 
and it should go without saying that the being U-activity is the tathagata – going-activity and the 
non-being MU-activity is the tatha-agatha – coming-activity. 
Here when we practice the activities when we actually do these functions ourselves we at least as 
one temporary way of understanding we understand the tathagata – going – being activity to be 
the plus activity that forms man and the tatha-agata – coming – non-being activity that forms 
woman. 
Siddartha when he was still a young man according to the tradition of Tathagata-Zen already had 
manifested the way of thinking that understood things in this way. Sakyamuni Buddha taught the 
natural law that every single existent being without doubt is manifesting these two functions 
whether a human being or a plant or anything in between – everything is already doing it. 
The practice of Tathagata-Zen – at least one practice in Tathagata-Zen is to take this quite strange
posture called Zazen and to firmly contemplate the plus activity experiencing the minus activity 
as at the same time the minus activity is experiencing the plus activity. This is the contemplation 
we do, this is the seeing of the Dharma-activity that we practice. 
Tathagata is the plus activity is the expanding activity. And the minus tatha-agatha activity in 
contradistinction to the expanding activity of plus is the contracting activity. 
Although it’s quite difficult to really understand what this means the teaching of Buddhism is the 
teaching that stands right on top of these activities taking them as foundation and then hand down
its teaching. 
The practice of Tathagata-Zen is to take this teaching and then have the firm result to manifest 
the wisdom ourselves that truly grasps this teaching – it’s through our direct experiencing of plus 
experiencing minus and minus experiencing plus. In Tathagata-Zen it says that it’s only through 
doing this activity of plus and minus experiencing each other we can manifest the wisdom that 
understands this activity. 
When the expanding activity expands already at that very same time the minus activity the minus 
activity is manifesting the place for the expanding activity to expand into. The minus activity is 
doing the activity of letting the activity into itself. 
Conversely according to Buddhism when the contracting minus activity acts already the plus 
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activity is manifesting the place that it’s being contracted. In fact it is because the plus activity 
simultaneously is manifesting the place that is being contracted that contraction is possible. 
The teaching of Buddhism explains that the two essential opposing activities  of giving and 
receiving – giving and taking always happen simultaneously. Whenever giving is done, receiving
at the very same time is done. Receiving in fact enables the giving activity to be done.   
The activities of U and MU the activities of being and non-being are always following this law of
simultaneous functioning. Because they never weir from or fall off  this natural principle they 
always are able to manifest zero to manifest perfection working together. The activities of giving 
and taking occur simultaneously.
This essential functioning is called simultaneous functioning or simultaneous activity and it is 
through this simultaneous functioning that all of us come into being and that our world comes 
into being. 
Previously we had a five day Jidori-Sesshin to prepare for this Rohatsu and for five days I spoke 
about simultaneous functioning during Teisho. In the end unfortunately I didn’t have enough time
to explain thoroughly this principle. 
In English we already have this expression ‘give and take’ and perhaps the commonly used 
expression ‘give and take’ in English isn’t referring to the same principle of the simultaneous 
manifestation of expanding and contracting. But since we already have this words we might as 
well understand them to mean the same thing. 
If plus and minus have will and sometimes they might not agree with each other, sometimes one 
dislikes the other or dislikes what the other wants to do and maybe at those times they 
compromise with each other and maybe that is what most people mean by ‘give and take’. 
But in Buddhism what we mean by ‘give and take’ it isn’t a wilful compromising activity.
For example if on the one hand the one force expands but the other force does not do the 
simultaneous other activity of allowing that expansion to occur then true ‘give and take’ doesn’t 
happen.
If the for example contracting activity is acting wilfully then she might when she meets the 
expanding plus activity say to him ‘I am the contracting activity I can’t allow you who are 
different from me to expand into myself.’
Oppositely perhaps the plus activity is acting wilfully and when he meets the plus activity he will
tell her, ‘I’m trying my best to expand right now. I can’t do contraction – I can’t unify with you’ 
and then ‘give and take’ will not occur.
The expression ‘give and take’ is a good and simple expression. But to actually manifest the 
wisdom that can do the simultaneous activity of expanding and contracting - that manifests 
perfection  - that acts right together - is very difficult. 
It’s so difficult that even I tried my best regrettably I couldn’t finish giving Teisho on this 
simultaneous activity of tathagata and tatha-agata that unifies and separate over and over again. I 
couldn’t finish talking about that in just the five hours given during the five day Jidori-Sesshin. 
This principle however of expanding and contracting – plus and minus mutually unifying with 
each other and separating from each other is what we must study even though it’s so difficult. 
And so there is no way around it. No matter what anyone says we have to dive into this difficult 
subject. 
According to the teaching of Buddhism every single existent being is born first imperfect. Yet, 
just as inevitably every existent single being will manifest perfection and through that peace of 
mind. The teaching of Buddhism says in conclusion that fundamentally tathagata and tatha-agata 
are both will-less.
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These two essential opposing forces are acting will-lessly and according to Buddhism a person 
who truly manifests the wisdom that knows this for him or herself is an enlightened person 
teaching enlightenment. 
Who is it that teaches Buddhism?
 It’s only all of us - there is no one other than us - that can teach Buddhism.
The two essential opposing forces of plus and minus meet each other and then experience each 
other unify each other completely to manifest perfection. But who is it that can know that?
According to Buddhism and especially Tathagata-Zen we say ‘Only we can know that’.    
Tathagata does the expanding activity without will and at the same time tatha-agatha does the 
opposite contracting activity also without will. As you already know those two essential opposing
forces inevitably meet each other. 
The tathagata expanding activity is the male forming activity and the tatha-agatha contracting 
activity is the female forming activity and the man and the woman unfailingly meet each other.
This is what I’ve talked about in detail during the Jidori-Sesshin. These two forces are opposite 
from each other utterly opposite from each other and yet they meet each other. One way of 
teaching in Tathagata-Zen is to personify these will-less activities and when we personify them 
we see them speaking with each other and when they meet each other they ask them ‘Where have
you come from?’
And of course according to Buddhism the plus activity will then answer I’ve come from the 
source of plus’. Minus similarly will answer ‘I’ve come from the minus source. I’ve come from 
the origin that formed me’.
I give you this Teishos and tell you the answers right out. Yet, when I give you the Koan and you
come to me in Sanzen why is it that almost no one seems to understand?
The acting of human wisdom – the way of human mind works is so subtle and mysterious maybe 
that’s the reason. Maybe it’s that you don’t need to understand that you don’t end up 
understanding. 
You need to contemplate this carefully when you sit Zazen.
Buddhism says that when you contemplate this activity of plus and minus you must contemplate 
that. Plus and minus both depart from their particular sources and then meet each other. Yet the 
place that the act in is simply one shared place.  
If anyone manifests the wisdom truly that sees that we all live in one world - that the place 
everybody lives in is just one single place then inevitably that person will also manifest the will 
to bring the human world we share together to peace. 
We all share the same world together and plus and minus meet each other. But what do you think 
happens when they meet each other. Do you think they stop and are satisfied thinking ‘Great! We
met each other. Let’s just stop here’. Of course according to Tathagata-Zen they never fixate this 
place of meeting.
If we personify this two will-less activities again then we further see this conversation 
continuing. And after they answer where they come from they further explain where they are 
trying to go. Plus says ‘I’m travelling here and my purpose is to experience your world and arrive
at your source’.  And minus says the same thing ‘The reason for my travel is to experience your 
world and to discover your origin’. 
Many and various troubles and problems occur surrounding the breakthrough of the meeting. If 
this world were just a material world breakthrough would occur.
Even in Tathagata-Zen there are many surrounding  of this breakthrough that have not yet been 
solved. This is just one of them.
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The bell rang signalling the end of the Teisho time and my purpose was at least talk about the 
principle behind seeing the morning star. But I didn’t get to that. 
 I am 93 going on 94 and just the way things are my brain doesn’t work so good. If I would be 
simply a lecturer I would write my lecture before and would read my notes. But Teisho is not like
that.
The nature of Teisho is to actually do the natural law of that one is trying to say in words at the 
same time. So much different than a lecture. But unfortunately I have to apologize that my age 
doing the practice of Teisho in that way doesn’t enable one thought to smoothly arise after 
another. 
I just can’t keep on one track. Even though I say that my brain working has become dull it isn’t 
so dull. I can still do this job so I have to take responsibility for it.
So although it might be difficult to listen to this Teisho please sit strongly and listen.
The point of breakthrough presents many problems as I’ve said and one of them is the problem of
materiality. But fundamentally the reason why breakthrough cannot occur is because of the 
arising of will.
In the material world the ‘I am’ self  has a flesh and blood body and will. This wilful material 
world presents many problems when it comes to breakthrough the meeting. The self will think ‘I 
don’t need things like that for, I think that’s disgusting. But the will-less world is the world that 
has no flesh and blood bodies. The world that is prior to the manifestation of the material world is
I suppose we can say the non-material world.
But lets gloss over all the difficulties and move forward to the fact that plus and minus do break 
through each other. They without fail and will break through each other.
Breakthrough happens and at once the plus activity has a new place to act in. That is the world of 
minus.
And at the very same time the minus activity has taken the world of plus as her place to act in. 
And she’s acting in pluses world.
We should stop Teisho now for today because after all it’s Rohatsu and there is a lot of things to 
do in the day of Rohatsu. So if I just  half hazardly grab all the time to Teisho we will get in 
trouble.
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